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About This Game

Rob the first Martian casino and find out who really rules the planet! Crack a safe, break some hearts, start a revolution, or get
rich beyond the stars!

The Martian Job is a 155,000-word interactive novel by M. Darusha Wehm. It’s entirely text-based, without graphics or sound
effects, and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Welcome to Mars, where one last safecracking job could nab you enough platinum to last a lifetime. But how will you pull off
your heist? Do you hack into the vault, blast your way in, or finesse the locks? Can you trust your misfit team of grifters and con

artists? Can they trust you?

Succeed in your mission and win power, love, and money—or fail and spend the rest of your life tending bar on another planet.
Pay enough attention, and you’ll learn about the corrupt Martian government as you go—along with the rebels who oppose it and

the corporation trying to take it over. Will you choose to save the planet’s troubled colonists, or use the information for your
own gain? You’ll also encounter opportunities to avenge an old comrade, thwart the machinations of a power-hungry tycoon, or

start a revolution. Decide where your loyalty lies: with your team, with Mars, or only with yourself.

Can you shape the destiny of humanity’s first interplanetary colony—and walk away with a trunk full of platinum?
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 Play as non-binary, female, or male, as ace/aro or as monogamous or poly, and find romance with people of all genders.

 Raid the first casino on Mars.

 Master real casino games like blackjack and roulette.

 Lead a crack team of expert thieves, or sell out anyone for a shard of platinum.

 Infiltrate the center of Martian power to control, destroy, or join forces with the planet’s rulers.

 Start a revolution to topple the government, or defeat the rebels from within.

 Dominate the corporate world with an elite interplanetary industrialist, force him out of business, or execute a hostile
takeover.

 Control the future of humanity on another planet!
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The Martian Job is exactly what I thought it would be. It can be a sort of "Ocean's Eleven on Mars" type of story, or it can be
"expose corporate corruption sci-fi style" story depending on your choices. One reviewer complained that the story switches
gears from one to the other in the middle. It really does not. If you want to keep the plots from mixing, you have to simply be
consistent in choosing the options that stick to the path you choose to play through the story. It is true the "corporate corruption"
story line is offered later in the story, but once you switch, consistently choose the new path from then on will give you a
satisfying plot to follow. Add in the various romance options and you have good replayability for a cheap price. Since I have
always liked the "professional gentleman thief" type characters, "The Martian Job" is a solid buy for a surprisingly compact
story.. Definitely the worst Choice of Games game I had the misfortune to play\/read yet, and I've experienced many of them.
The plot is paper thin, the choices don't matter because you always succeed no matter what or other characters will tell you 'no'
and decide for you, the characters are dull as dishwater, and I even saw a few grammatical errors. How this was nominated for a
Nebula award, I will never understand.
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